Carado Original Parts &
Accessories can only be ordered from
and if necessary retrofitted by your
Carado trade partners.
You can find all the Carado Original
Accessories to suit your vehicle at
www.carado-original-zubehoer.de/en

Our motorhomes
are full of nice
surprises.

Photos and illustrations partly subject to change.
In spite of checking the contents carefully, this catalogue may
still contain print errors. Additional costs may be incurred at the
trade partner for the installation of parts and accessories. All
prices are the suggested retail prices in euros, including the VAT
valid in Germany at the time of publishing (August 2017).
Carado GmbH reserves the right to alter prices during the year
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Carado fleece blanket

Semi-integrated (T-Models)
Overcabs (A-Models)
Integrated (-Models)

The new Carado fleece blanket feels soft to the skin.
It is available in a stone-grey colour to perfectly match
the vehicle’s interior design.

Camper Vans (CV-Models)

• Braided edge finishing around the blanket
• With Carado logo
• Material: 100 % polyester, 300 g/m²
# 2597317

49.95 €

The completely redesigned bed fits into all Carado
vehicles with a Fiat cab and can be assembled in a
matter of minutes. The metal frame (included in the
scope of delivery) is simply inserted into the passenger
seat rails and supports the mattress. The mattress has
been adapted to perfectly fit the shape of the dashboard and provides excellent sleeping comfort. The
perfect fit shape also prevents cuddly toys and other
items from following into the footwell.
The bed can be fully assembled and disassembled
inside the vehicle with the doors closed.

Carado fitted sheets

Carado mattress topper
For the Carado topper, we use a Visco foam that has
been specially developed for your needs. It is breathable, quickly absorbs moisture and dissipates it to the
centre layer as well as to the side. Even when exposed
to limited weight, the foam adapts to the
body shape and provides a pressure-relieving effect.
This ensures improved blood circulation and a high
level of lying and sleeping comfort.
The mattress topper is always an excellent solution
if you enjoy sleeping on a soft mattress.

on model

Double bed / overcab bed /

# Depends
on model

# Depends
on model

Lengthways single bed / bunk bed

140 €

Upper middle section (standard) /

70 €

on model
# Depends
on model

lower middle section

Double bed / overcab bed /

white 49,96 €

queen-size bed / fold-down bed

beige 59,99 €

Lengthways single bed / bunk

white 34,95 €

bed / set from upper and lower

beige 44,99 €

middle section

240 €

French-style bed
# Depends

• Available for all Carado vehicles from
model year 2012 onwards (beige sheets are only
available from model year 2017 onwards)

/ French-style bed

queen-size bed / fold-down bed /

299 €

• Washable at 60° C

on model

• Available for all Carado vehicles from model
year 2012 onwards.

# 2871666

• Soft, comfortable material: 66.58 % polyester, 33 %
cotton, 0.42 % elastane OEKO-TEX® 100

# Depends

• Outer fabric material: 100 % polyester
Filling material: Visco foam

# Depends

The original Carado fitted sheet not only fits perfectly, it
also feels soft to the skin. Available for all bed types and
in both white and beige.

• Outer fabric material: 100 % polyester /
synthetic leather
Filling material: polyether polyurethane foam

Carado bedspread set
The tailor-made Carado bedspread and two matching
decorative cushions add an extra touch of comfort and
style to the motorhome’s interior.
• Available in light and dark colour combinations
• Washable at 30° C, not suitable for the dryer

Upper middle section

white 22,50 €

(standard)

beige 29,99 €

• Material: 100 % polyethersulfone (PES)
• Available for all Carado vehicles from model year
2016 onwards.
# Depends
on model

185 €

Products for sweet dreams

Carado child’s bed

Carado cab floor mat

Orange

Resistant, easy-to-maintain polypropylene tufted
velour carpet with welded on heel mat and rubber granulate backing. A modern nubuck-style textile border
with double-seam design and Carado logo complete
the customised look. The anti-slip mat prevents sliding.

Blue

• Available for all Carado vehicles from model year
2010 onwards.

Turquoise

I-Models

99 €

# 2292259

A-Models, T-Models, Camper Vans

99 €

Carado protective
covers for cab seats
Terra

Arctica

50 × 50 cm decorative
Carado cushions
The beautiful Carado decorative cushions are
a special eye-catcher in your Carado vehicle. The
elegant colours can be seamlessly integrated into
the existing living area styles. Combine the colours
with each other or with other designs to give your
motorhome a special individual look. Besides adding
a decorative feature, the cushions are also ideal for
a cosy evening-in watching TV. See what a difference
they make to your motorhome’s interior. The cover
and cushion are available separately.
• Material covers:
Orange: 60% polyester/40% viscose
Brown-gold: 100% polyester
Blue + Turquoise: 80% polyester/40% viscose
Terra: 65% polyester/35% polypropylene
Arctica: 100 % polyethersulfone

Orange cover

# 2875798

MY 2010-2014: Grey/Taviano colour

240 €

# 2875801

MY 2010-2014: Beige/Casella colour

240 €

# 2597315

MY 2015-2017: Grey/Taviano colour

240 €

# 2597313

MY 2015-2017: Beige/Casella colour

240 €

# 2879487

From MY 2018, I-Models:

260 €

Carado interior insulated
screen cover
This 3-piece cab set is made from an 8 mm thick
insulated foam which is designed to fit tightly to the
windscreen. A light-grey polyester velour is visible
from inside the motorhome. The cover is attached
to the screen using large, easily removable suction
cups which offer excellent suction to keep the cover
securely in place.
• Available for all Carado vehicles with a Fiat cab from
model year 2010 onwards.
# 2871654

Vehicles with pleated blind

149 €

# 2871657

Vehicles without pleated blind

149 €

matches the Terra living style
# 2879491

From MY 2018, I-Models:

260 €

matches the Arctica living style
# 2879498

• Cushion fill material:
Cover 100% polypropylene
Filling 100 % polyester fibre
# 2879475

These high-quality protective covers can brighten up
your vehicle’s interior. The set includes one pair of
protective covers (2-piece) complete with separate
covers for the backrests and seats as well as 2 pairs
of armrest covers. All upholstery materials are 100%
polyester and lined with a sliding polyester fleece for
easier assembly. The backs of the covers are lined with
4 mm breathable foam which enables body heat to
be dissipated towards the rear and enable the covers
to stay pleasant on the skin while in use, even on long
journeys. The seams are particularly tightly stitched
and are additionally reinforced in the entrance area so
that they do not become detached over time.

From MY 2018, A-/T-Models, Camper

260 €

Vans: matches the Terra living style
# 2879497

From MY 2018, A-/T-Models, Camper

260 €

Vans: matches the Arctica living style
19.99 €

# 2879476

Turquoise cover

19.99 €

# 2879473

Brown-gold cover

19.99 €

# 2879462

Blue cover

19.99 €

# 2879479

Cover in original Terra fabric

19.99 €

# 2879480

Cover in original Arctica fabric

19.99 €

# 2879457

Cushion filling

7.99 €

# 2879501

From MY 2018, A-/T-Models,

260 €

Carado cast-iron
cooker grill

Camper Vans: matches the
Explorer living style

The cast-iron grill gives your cooker a higher quality
appearance and offers a stable and secure hold for
your pots and pans. The new cooker grill can be
installed in all Carado models from model year 2010
onwards. It can be fitted in a matter of minutes with
a few simple moves (note: a drill is required).
# 2843530

79.99 €

Practical interior features

Practical interior features

Brown-gold

# 2870444

Practical exterior features

The Carado sunscreen mat protects against strong
sunlight, accumulated heat and prying eyes looking in.
It also allows an unobstructed view outside the vehicle
and provides shade. On Integrated models, you simply
hang the sunscreen mat into the driver’s door on the
left and slot it into a channel rail (included in the scope
of delivery) on the passenger side. On all other models,
the one-piece windscreen mat made from PVC textile
fabric is hung into the doors.
• Available for all Carado vehicles from model year
2010 onwards.
# 8501355

I-Model set with channel rail

189 €

# 2871729

I-Model sunscreen mat

149 €

without channel rail
# 2871733

A- & T-Models, Camper Vans
(channel rail not required)

99 €

Carado exterior insulated
screen cover
On the one hand, this high-quality exterior insulated
cover provides ideal thermal insulation for your winter
holiday and on the other offers effective protection
against strong sunlight in summer. Special features
include its extremely durable material and userfriendly attachment.
For winter use, the exterior insulated cover increases
the surface temperature on the inside of the screen,
significantly reducing the risk of condensation build-up
within the vehicle. In summer, the closed screen cover
prevents sunlight from entering through the windows
to stop the build up of heat inside the motorhome.
• For all Integrated models from model year
2018 onwards
• The fabric cover remains flexible down to -30° C
• The front section features a Velcro fastener to be
opened when required
# 8501354

Set with channel rail

389 €

# 2871590

Exterior insulated screen cover

349 €

without channel rail

Carado Camper Van
foldable insulated thermal
cover for rear doors

Carado Camper Van
mosquito net for
rear doors

The foldable insulated rear cover is made of an approx.
8 mm thick insulated foam which fits tightly to the
Camper Van exterior body on the Fiat Ducato Basis.
A beige polyester velour is visible inside the
motorhome from the living and sleeping area. The
cover is fastened using strong magnets sewn into the
cover to ensure a secure hold. The rear insulated cover
is tailormade to all Camper Van models.

The mosquito net not only effectively prevents insects
entering the vehicle, it also ensures unrestricted air
circulation. Assembly is child’s play thanks to the
welded-on magnets and flexible magnetic strips
sewn onto the net. The 2-way zips are practical for
entering the vehicle and opening and closing the net
from both the inside and outside. The net is made
from a fine-meshed, flame-retardant polyester fabric
to offer excellent outside visibility and air circulation.
The mosquito net reflects up to 65 % of sunlight while
significantly reducing heat build up inside the vehicle.
This product was exclusively designed for our Camper
Van series.

# 2871651

229 €

# 2871648

229 €

Practical exterior features

Carado sunscreen mat

The original Carado emblem gives the perfect
finishing touch to your Carado vehicle. The emblem is
quick and easy to attach to the radiator grill. It is self
adhesive, but the grill needs to be thoroughly cleaned
beforehand (cleaning cloth included in the set).

Carado suction holder
for shower head
The Carado shower head holder is a practical aid for
showering and can be attached to any smooth surface
to fit individual body sizes. It is very easy to attach and
offers an extremely strong suction and hold. The cover
is manufactured from high-quality stainless steel and
is engraved with the Carado logo. The stainless steel
makes the shower head holder fully weatherproof
and corrosion resistant. When mounted correctly, the
suction holder can stay affixed for several days without
re-attachment. Its flexible attachment options make
this item a must-have for your motorhome.
• Diameter of suction cup: 5.5 cm

• WiPro3 alarm system with specific Fiat
CAN bus control device to secure both doors in the
driver’s cab
• A total of 4 magnetic contacts for body doors and
3 windows included in the scope of delivery

• Material: high-quality 3D foil with PU coating
• Dimensions W × H: 91 mm x 82 mm
# 2892454

The Safety package has been especially designed for
Carado motorhomes and offers excellent protection
inside and outside your vehicle.

• 1 gas warner (anaesthetic gas, butane/propane)
9.99 €

• Possible to stay in the motorhome without
deactivating the sensors
• Centralised control using the original vehicle remote
key or the optionally available remote handheld
transmitter

49 €

Developed especially for Carado, this safe is
concealed from sight outside the vehicle and offers
optimum anti-theft protection thanks to the special
screws. The safe is easy to mount behind the original
map compartment, protecting it from rough or sharp
edges. It offers plenty of space for all your essential
valuables while on the move such as credit cards,
mobile phones, passports, travel documents, cash,
jewellery and even notebooks up to 11"in size . The
cover has no protruding edges which means it cannot
be pried open.
• Material: steel, body 2 mm, door 5 mm
• Weight: 5.5 kg

• VDS-certified 3-bolt lock with 7 interlocks
• Made in Germany

# 2705673

Security Package

529 €

# 2705748

Remote magnetic contact

52.95 €

# 2705666

Remote handheld transmitter

59.95 €

# 2871630

279 €

Carado carbon
monoxide detector

Carado waste
water hose set
The set consists of a 2 m grey waste water hose (Ø 40
mm) with connecting pieces on both sides and a screw
attachment (1 ½") to the original Carado waste water
discharge nozzles. Consequently, the waste water hose
can be easily inserted without any tools required.
# 8501270

Carado passenger door
safe for Fiat Ducato

• Dimensions W × H × D: 26.50 cm × 21.00 cm
(16.00 cm) × 10.50 cm

• Vent Check – emits warning of open magnetic
contacts when the ignition is switched on
• Other magnetic contacts and a radio handheld
transmitter are optionally available

• Holding force: 8 kg
# 2872117

Carado Security package

39.95 €

Carado smoke detector
The smoke detector can save the lives of yourself and
your loved ones by issuing an alarm signal as soon as it
senses smoke.
# 1698490

20.99 €

The carbon monoxide detector warns you immediately
of any build up of CO levels in your motorhome to
protect you and your family from this invisible and
odourless danger.
# 2383309

39.95 €

Carado safety

Practical exterior features

Carado radiator
grill emblem

Carado multimedia

The perfect journey for your pet

Carado dog bed

Carado Xzent
navigation device
The Xzent X-F220 has been developed especially for
the FIAT Ducato and is easy to operate via the capacitive 6.2"/15.7 cm touch screen. Exclusively designed for
Carado, the navigation device is specially adapted for
motorhome requirements (enter vehicle-specific data
such as dimensions and weight) and is also equipped
with Carado’s own home screen as well as the Carado
dealer network which is stored as a POI.
With its integrated DAB+ tuner, the Xzent X-F220
ensures a relaxed mobile digital radio reception in
premium quality.
Alongside a UKW-RDS tuner, it also features a CD/DVD
drive and two USB ports.
A powerful Bluetooth hands-free unit offers music
streaming, fast contact list synchronisation and a
practical speed dial function for favourite contacts.

Carado reversing
camera integrated into
the third brake lamp
The new Carado reversing camera is elegantly
integrated into the third brake light and takes on the
appearance of the original third brake light. This makes
it hardly recognisable as a camera, which has both
optical and practical advantages. Assembly is quick
and easy without any additional holes required in the
rear wall.

Dogs love to cuddle up in a corner or lay their head on
a raised edge – this wonderful bed is ideal for them. In
addition to the fresh design with colours that perfectly
match the interior of the Carado vehicles, the bed is
also scratch-resistant, durable and extremely easy to
care for. The imitation leather with grey decorative
stitching can be wiped easily and the insert cushion
can be hand-washed at 40°. The fleece insert cushion
also features a non-slip underside.
# 2838668

Size 1: dimensions 925 × 645 mm

199 €

suitable for Models T337, T447, T448,
T449, A361, A461, A464, I447, I449
# 2849993

Size 2: dimensions 820 × 700 mm

199 €

suitable for Models T132, T135, T334,
T339, T345, T348, A361, CV540,

# 2723493

For all Camper Vans

189 €

# 2738431

I-, A- and T-Models

319 €

CV600, CV601, CV640

Other highlights:
• Including a 3-year card update to the value
of € 239.90

Carado Multimedia
package

• Graphics user interface with support of 10
EU languages
• 4 × 40 Watt amplifier
# 8501350

878 €

The Carado Multimedia package features the latest
infotainment for your Carado motorhome.
• It includes the Xzent navigation device exclusively
designed for Carado and the matching reversing
camera.
• The package also contains the following parts:
antenna splitter for DAB reception, camera adapter
cable, radio switch to operate the radio without
ignition.
# 8501356

For all Camper Vans

1090 €

# 8501357

I-, A- and T-Models

1250 €

Carado suction cup
dog leash fixation
The Carado dog leash fixation is a practical aid for
any dog owner and can be attached to any smooth
surface. It is easy to mount and offers an extremely
strong suction and hold. The cap is manufactured from
high-quality stainless steel. The Carado dog leash
fixation is therefore fully weatherproof and corrosion
resistant. When mounted correctly, the suction cup
can hold for several days without re-attachment. The
holding force is 25 kg.
# 2877558

74 €

Carado fork mount

Mount and securely fasten your bikes in a matter
of minutes on the Carado bicycle rail including fork
mount and brake straps. The Carado bicycle rail is the
perfect transport solution compatible with all Carado
motorhomes. Other extras are also separately available
such as the balance bike holder or extension rail
including fork holder for the space-saving attachment
of a second bike.
# Depends

RadFazz fork mount with quick release lever, safety
belt and assembly instructions. Exchangeable sockets
for bikes with 12 mm and 15 mm thru axles are supplied
as standard – which means you are well equipped
whenever you purchase a new bike.
# 2752108

Carado keyring pendant

Carado cap

High-quality metal keyring pendant with metallic ring
and engraved Carado logo.

Casual baseball cap made from 100 % cotton.

93 €

# 2743642
# 2861782

9.95 €

9 .99 €

189 €

Carado umbrella
holder set

on model

The perfect place to store your umbrella in this holder
set designed especially for the Carado umbrella.
When secured in place, your umbrella will always
be available when you need it and is protected from
sliding around.
# 2638256

Carado fork mount
with extension
The 20 cm extension kit enables you to mount two
bikes in the narrowest of spaces. The critical bike parts
such as handlebars and pedals are optimally spaced
apart to avoid collision. The extension is particularly
useful on vehicles with a narrow rear garage.

Carado balance
bike mount

The 20 cm extension rail, connection parts to the
RadFazz rail, a fork mount and a brake strap are
included in the scope of delivery.
# 2752101

Balance bike mount for the RadFazz bicycle rail
to secure the disassembled front wheel including
fixation material.
# 2752093

37 €

Carado umbrella
Thanks to the Teflon coating, drops of rain simply roll
off the Carado umbrella to keep it completely dry.
No trapping of fingers when opening and closing the
umbrella thanks to the polyamide safety slide.
# 2587641

106 €

22.95 €

7.99 €

Carado merchandising

Carado RadFazz

Carado RadFazz
bicycle rail

Carado outdoor
functional jacket
You are equipped for any weather with the Carado
outdoor functional jacket. The hard shell jacket is a
premium breathable product that offers permanent
protection against wind, rain and snow, even when
subject to extreme conditions.
• Water-proof chest zipped pocket
• Taped seams
• Adjustable hood with drawstring,
can be stored in the collar

• Sleeves with adjustable sleeve cuffs
(Velcro straps)

Carado gilet

• Adjustable seam thanks to drawstring with stoppers

The ideal companion in all situations: The Carado
quilted gilet for men and women manufactured
from ultra-light and padded functional fabric.
Wind and water-repellent, retains heat and offers
ideal temperatures.

• Colour: Carado anthracite with orange details
• Carado zipper string
• Material: 100 % polyester

• Front zip with chin protection

• WWA: 5000 mm water column,
3000 mm breathable

• 2 zipped pockets

• With TPU coating (thermoplastic polyurethane)

• Seam ending with drawstring and stopper

Women (XS – XXXL)

149 €

Men (S – XXXXL)

149 €

• Colour: anthracite
• Contrasting inner lining in Carado orange
• Carado zipper string
• Carado zipper string

Women (XS – XXXL)

89 €

Men (S – XXXXL)

89 €

Carado T-shirt
Create the matching look with the Carado T-shirt for
men and women. Short-sleeved T-shirt in two different
shades of grey.
• Casual crew-neck fit
• Material: 80 % cotton, 20 % polyester
Women (XS – XXXL)

29 €

Men (S – XXXXL)

29 €

Carado collection

Carado collection

• Material: 100 % polyester

